Dear Wikipedia:
I have always respected Wikipedia and the work you do. It surprises me that Wikipedia would
participate in lies and libelous slander. Perhaps you are not aware of the lies you have posted against
me. I am writing this letter to show you your errors. I trust you will change your post so we can avoid
public exposure of your crime of libelous lies and avoid litigation. Proving libel is difficult but tortious
interference of business on the web is NOT a litigation Wikipedia can win.
As we see it, you have interfered with our business to the tune of over 50 million dollars, and with
punitive actions we will be suing for 100 million if you do not correct these malicious libelous
mendacities. The severity of saying someone has died as a result of using a device, (without any proper
collaboration, no worthwhile reference, and no fact checking) provides a guaranteed court decision in
our favor. This reprehensible, felonious claim of murder is an example of some homophobia from the
mind of a latent homosexual perverted mind. Wikipedia has a long history of allowing biased prejudice
to be posted. Saying someone has died as a result of, without any proper valid reference is criminal.
Many people have died while reading Wikipedia, but to say they died as a result of reading Wikipedia
without some sort of proof, would be a wrongful malicious criminal act.
This is the wrongful post I am referring to

Desiré Dubounet
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Desiré D. Dubounet

Desire Dubounet at the 2010 Biofeedback & Wellness Congress

Born

William Charles Nelson
19 June 1951 (age 64)
Warren, Ohio, the United States of America

Residence

Budapest, Hungary

Nationality

American

Fields

Biofeedback

Alma mater

Youngstown State University
Southeastern Louisiana University

Known for

Alternative medicine

Desiré D. Dubounet (born William Nelson 19 June 1951) is an American alternative medicine
practitioner currently living in Budapest.[1] Dubounet's website has made the claims that she invented
"quantum medicine," discovered the "Xrroid process, subspace and the trivector field."[2]

Biography[edit]
Dubounet created the EPFX system in the late 1980s which she claimed could diagnose and
eliminate diseases including AIDS and cancer.[3] Some people chose to use the EPFX system
instead of seeking or continuing medical care and some died as a result.[4] The FDA asked in 1992
that Dubounet stop claiming that the EPFX could diagnose or cure diseases, but she did not and in
1996 was indicted on nine counts of felony fraud.[1] Dubounet then fled the United
States.[1][5]Dubounet is also involved in homeopathic medicine, receiving a patent for her process in
1997.[6] Despite the felony charges and the FDA charges against the EPFX, more than 10,000 of the
devices sold in the United States alone.[7]
Desiré continues to live in Budapest with her family. She has four children Daniel, Kara, Destiny, and
Sterling.
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The FDA actions you speak to in your corrupt twisted post simply do not exist. The FDA did not ask
Desiré If you read the charges against Desiré in the reference you post, you will see there is absolutely

NO mention or even any implication of wrong doing on the EPFX. You do not quote any reference of
how the case against me was dropped in 1996 when federal judge Matsch said in court he saw no crime.
The EPFX, now called the Eductor, is still and has always been legally registered. Your false report that
the registration has been removed is a lie. In fact, the FDA has no law and has no ability to rescind a
registration. The EPFX now Eductor is fully legally registered and always has been since 1989.
Wikipedia is guilty of Extreme prejudice, malicious slander, and wrongful persecution.
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Latent Homosexual Use Wiki to Slander and Lie
See some of the many Examples of Bias in Wikipedia: Homosexuality
1. Wikipedia editors regularly and fiercely alter the use of the terms "he" or "she" in articles
regarding cross-dressing/transsexual figures. Male to Female transexuals are nearuniversally referred to as "she" while women attempting to pass as men are referred to as
"he", despite this usage absolutely incorrect in both scientific and legal senses.
2. When NBA Basketball player Jason Collins announced that he was a homosexual, his
Wikipedia biography was altered to say that he was a "faggot." When an editor attempted to
change the word to "gay" Wikipedia's anti-vandalism robot changed it back.[50][51][52] An editor
replaced his photo with a poster for "Gay N-word".[53] After the page drew criticism on the
Huffington Post, Wikipedia locked the page to editing and the changes have been hidden
from public view. The article on the 2012-13 Washington Wizzards season had similar
problems.[54]
3. After an edit war,[55] Wikipedia changed the Bradley Manning article to Chelsea Manning and
gave the article subject female attributes, even though Manning had yet to legal change his
name or begin any sex reassignment treatments or therapies.[56] The article was moved
between "Chelsea Manning" and "Bradley Manning" six times in one day as Wikipedia
administrators fought among themselves.

